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Town of Swanzey, New Hampshire 
Capital Improvements Program Committee (CIPC) 

Meeting Minutes – October 22, 2018 
 

Note:  Draft Minutes are subject to review, correction and approval by the Board. Review and approval of Minutes generally 
takes place at the next regularly scheduled meeting of the Board. 

 

CALL TO ORDER 
The meeting of the CIPC was called to order at the Swanzey Police Station, 34 Eaton Road, Swanzey, NH by Chair 
Steve Bittel at 1:00 p.m.  Members present: Steve Bittel, Bruce Bohannon, Don Skiba, Larry Crowder, Deb Davis, 
Jane Johnson and Selectmen’s Representative Sylvester Karasinski.    
 
Absent: None 
 
Others Present:  Director of Planning and Economic Development Matthew Bachler, Department of Public 
Works Director Glenn Smith, Town Administrator Michael Branley, Fire Chief Norm Skantze and Recording 
Secretary Beverly Bernard 
 
Minutes:   

 The Minutes of September 24, 2018 were considered. Motion was made by Karasinski to approve the 
minutes of September 24, 2018. There was a second to the motion by Crowder. All were in favor. 
Motion passed. 

 
REVIEW AND DISCUSSION of RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 2019 CAPITAL FUNDING 
Discussion began with Bittel who said over the six year budget period there is a dramatic increase in funding 
from 2018 of about $300,000.   Bittel said he would rather see increases go up gradually rather than a one-time 
sweeping rise.  He noted a movement afoot to re-establish the Conservation Land Acquisition fund 
contributions, which have not been funded in recent years.  About $300,000 is funding discretionary items. He 
noted the choice is the CIPC to make.   
 
Bohannon said the $10,000 could be removed from Emergency Management. He said the new police radio 
repeater is being covered by insurance.  He said there is more than enough to cover any matching funds 
required. There is grant money available for the Town Hall generator, 50/50 matching grant. Bohannon said it 
was $35,000, which probably needs to be updated.  For 2019, he recommended that the CIPC reduce $35,000 to 
$20,000 contribution and remove $20,000 for the police dual band repeater.  Bittel noted $180,000 will be 
needed in 2023 for mobile radios. Bohannon said that the Police Department is pretty much up-to-date with 
their radios. Skantze said the $180,000 is a good number for 2023 for his department’s radios. Bohannon said 
three towns just received grants for fire department mobile radios. Branley suggested keeping the contribution 
at $20,000 per year.  The committee members agreed. 
 
Revised Roads – Roads funding was revised down in 2019 and 2020 ($115,000), which would offset the 
Whitcomb Hall funding of $90,000 in each of those years.  Bittel noted several roads were re-categorized to 
Maintenance.  Branley spoke about the review of the roads with maintenance plan out to 2024 which made 
changes to the Rehab Reconstruction plan.  He said they tried to plan to do roads that connect into each other, 
which makes it more cost effective.  He said they tried to be strategic about the timing for the work.  Crowder 
said more money is needed than $3 million. He said some tough decisions have to be made. He advocated for 
Ash Hill Road since it is used heavily and can be done now.  He said the list is a moving target. There was a 
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discussion about Talbot Hill Road project which, since it is a development project, the road should wait until 
after the construction is completed. Johnson said Ash Hill should have a weight limit so that heavy trucks can’t 
use it. She added there is a covered bridge that trucks cannot cross. Davis said there are fines involved when 
there is damage to a covered bridge.  
 
Town Dams – Minimum Upper Wilson assumed - $100,000 in 2020 to remove the dam.  Bittel said it is up to the 
committee as to whether it is removed or repaired, which would cost a lot more money to repair it.  If Upper 
Wilson dam were removed, the pond would initially become a mud bog with a brook in the middle.  Bittel asked 
for thoughts.  There were no further comments from the committee. 
 
Town Bridges – State match assumptions were made, said Bittel. Branley said $150,000 is what the Town would 
have to pay net of grants. Thus the grant entries should be removed.  The total costs are $600,000 or $700,000 
or so, said Branley.   Branley suggested Denman Thompson Bridge could delay replacing the decking, which 
removes $30,000. 
 
New Fire Station - $1,500,000 was placed in 2022 as a placeholder and Bittel initiated the discussion. He noted a 
disagreement about what use of the Gold property should be, whether a Town Hall or a Fire Station.  Davis 
asked how much money would be left to repair the other fire stations (east and west) if the money were used 
from the Fire Stations Capital Reserve for a new fire station.  Bittel said $125,000 is being allocated for property 
acquisition from the Fire Stations Capital Reserve.  Davis pointed out the voters didn’t agree when the Town had 
land for free with water and sewer and now the Town wants to ask for money to build a fire station when the 
Town has to purchase the land and there is only sewer.  
 
Bittel asked if the rank and file from the fire department will support this effort. He said the failure of the prior 
requests to build a new fire station was in part the result of the fire department’s voting against the project. 
Skantze said he discussed this with the officers and there was not support for it because they still want to be in 
Swanzey Center. Some were adamant against it and would prefer the land across from the Town Hall, which is 
the Grange lot.  Bohannon noted the decision before the voters is only about the land/location at this point in 
time. Bittel pointed out that actually the land purchase is a reserve expenditure question requiring only 
Selectmen approval. 
 
Karasinski said that the land could be sold, if the voters voted against building a fire station there.  Skantze said 
the department’s people think the central fire station should be one mile north or one mile south of the center 
of town where Town Hall is located.  He said that within that mileage, the land would be costly, especially if you 
are taking down a house to acquire the land.  Karasinski said the existing building at the Gold property could 
possibly be used for an apparatus bay.   
 
Bittel addressed the idea of using the Grange land and said there likely wouldn’t be enough land. Skantze said it 
depends on the size of the building.  Bittel suggested a local engineering firm look at the land and put an end to 
the discussion as to whether or not the land is adequate for a fire station once and for all.  This would help in 
removing resistance against the Gold property site.  Skantze said the Town needs engineering to decide, but 
Crowder said that land is obviously too small. Skantze said there are folks who believe there is land available 
from the subdividing of the Carpenter Land from Mt. Caesar.  Johnson said there has been a report done in the 
past that stated the Grange land was too small for a fire station.  There was an idea discussed about putting 
Town Hall on the Grange lot and let the fire department stay where they are.  Skantze said the department 
wants the fire station in the middle of Town.  Davis asked when it would go to the voters about spending money 
for the fire department.  Bittel said it is planned for 2022. Karasinski said he doesn’t think that the Town should 
spend money on Town Hall until the fire station is settled.  Skantze said replacement of fire doors will need to be 
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done.  There was a discussion about maintenance and Bittel said there is also $15,000 left to be spent by 
Skantze from the old Fire and Related Facilities funds.  There was a discussion about the process that is required 
before the actual purchase of the Gold property is finalized. Bittel asked again if it is worthwhile driving a stake 
in the viability of the Grange parcel for a fire station.  Skantze said the Town has to convince the department 
folks that the lots they want cannot be used for a fire station. There was a discussion about land with water and 
sewer availability. Bittel asked if $1.5 million for the new station is okay with the committee – and there was a 
general consensus it was, with a smaller facility planned for with three bays. 
 
Used ambulance assumption and recommendation – Bittel said that a member of the committee said it was a 
no-brainer and should be considered. Skantze spoke about the idea of the Town supporting ambulance service.  
He said the Squad 3 Yukon is a medical vehicle, which is pushed out to 2023 for replacement. He said the 
department could respond with a used ambulance instead of a Yukon and would be used when DiLuzio 
Ambulance service was not available. He went on to say with an ambulance the department would be able to 
transport patients and get revenue for the Town for that service. It also serves as an incentive to the City of 
Keene for mutual aid negotiation. Bittel said it could also be a very low-cost test bed for future operations. 
Skantze said there is a used ambulance available for $25,000 and that is much less expensive than buying a new 
Yukon. Bittel said the balance for Fire Trucks at the end of year is $215,000 and asked the committee if they 
would want to recommend buying a used ambulance. Skantze said the ambulance would be stationed at West 
Swanzey where there is available space, and it would be able to go over Town covered bridges. Skantze added 
there is wide support from department folks for having an ambulance.  Skiba and Crowder said they are in favor.  
Crowder asked what happens to the spending of $72,000 in 2023. Skantze said he didn’t think he could justify a 
new Yukon in 2023 with an ambulance in inventory. He said $72,000 could be removed from 2023.  Ambulance 
would be added at $35,000 in 2018. Bittel took a vote: Bohannon said no; Crowder, Skiba, Davis, Johnson, and 
Bittel said yes. The idea was approved so long as $72,000 is removed for the Yukon.  Five yes, one no. 
 
Revaluations and Updates inclusion in CAPEX – The committee resolved they are not capital expenditures and 
accordingly not within the Committee’s scope. 
 
Town Hall – Repairs vs. Bonding – Town Hall Repairs have outgo in 2019 of $135,000, a small negative balance 
indicated for the end of 2019.  It was noted that the fire station issue should be resolved before Town Hall has 
major repairs.  It was noted the building still needs drainage work to resolve the issues with water getting into 
basement.  Fire suppression was discussed and Skantze said it should be part of the bond.  Bohannon said the 
repair items listed should stay.  No one could come up with an item to move out of 2019. There was a heated 
discussion about whether or not to paint Town Hall in 2019. 
 
Recycling Funds – There was a discussion about the funds requested for Recycling and how long it is taking to 
gather numbers.  Horizontal baler was desirable to make more money for the Town. He has enough funds to 
purchase the baler this year. The survey plan is meant to determine feasibility for moving buildings into a new 
design. The fire pond at the recycling center could be part of the Fire Department budgets if improved. 
 
Treatment of Non-Essential Capital Expenditures: Bohannon said the Master Plan guides the Town in these 
endeavors, but Bittel said the Master Plan does not provide the infrastructure for paying for the endeavors. 
Bittel suggested that the Town could argue that the Rail Trail has some land preservation value and therefore 
continue to delay funding for Land Acquisition. 

 Whitcomb Hall funding impact was discussed briefly. $180,000 for Whitcomb Hall makes a large budget 
hole.  LCHIP grant to be considered for Whitcomb Hall. 

 Rail Trails – Bittel suggested that this should be a stand-alone item. If the money comes out of Municipal 
Transportation Revolving Fund therefore more money has to be raised for roads. Bohannon said that 
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there is a plan to raise $150,000 toward the matching grant of $600,000, and the $600,000 would come 
out of the Federal Highway funds. 

 Conservation Land Acquisitions - Discussion was held regarding not putting any funds in Conservation 
Land Acquisition.  Branley passed out the request of the Open Space Committee members that the 
Town restore annual contributions. $25,000 was requested. Skiba, Bohannon, Crowder, Davis, yes, Bittel 
said no, Johnson suggested $15,000 instead and voted no to $25,000. Four were in favor, and two 
against. Bittel also added that spending over $300,000 on non-essential spending is too much money.  
 

Next Meeting:  TBD 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
Bohannon moved to adjourn and Crowder seconded the motion.  All were in favor and motion passed. 
Adjournment occurred at 2:49 p.m. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 

 
Beverly Bernard, Recording Secretary 


